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Live/Touring

Festa de São João
Recife - Brasil

Vito C
Florida - USA

EVO88 System EVO88 System
A massive audience attended the São Joao Festival at the outdoor 
venue Patio de Eventos in Gravatá (Brazil) this weekend. A full-line 
IDEA system was setup for this 2-day festival deploying EVO88 Sys-
tems as main pa, out-fills and front-fills and BASSO2121 subwoofers.

The Grammy-awarded legendary latin music star Vico C performed 
in Orlando (FL) with a complete IDEA sound reinforcement system 
provided by MAV Pro audiovisual services company.



Live/Touring

PSY at Seoul University
Seoul - South Korea

Anastacia at Anima Festival
Piamonte - Italia

EVO20-M EVO88 System | EXO SM16-A | BASSO21
An estimated audience of 40 000 people attended the PSY concert at Seoul 
University that featured IDEA System as Main PA. 24 elements of EVO20-M 
with BASSO36t-A Subwoofers were setup as Main PA and 4 x EVO20-M 
stacked on BASSO36t-A served as side-fills for PSY that, obviously, per-
formed the popular Gangman Style.

American soul and pop legend Anastacia performed at the 2018 Ani-
ma Festival surrounded by an incredible landscape in Cervere Italy. 
ITS Eventi deployed a complete IDEA PA System for the 4 days of the 
festival.



Live/Touring

Metzingen OpenAir Festival
Metzingen - Germany

Patty Pravo
2018 Tour - Italy

EVO88 System EVO88 System
German audience enjoyed the OpenAir festival with an exclusively 
IDEA PA and monitoring system, comprising EVO88 line-array as 
main PA, EXO32-A as front-fills, BASSO R218 subwoofers and EXO 
SM16-A stage monitors.

Italian singer Patty Pravo’s 2018 Tour deploys EVO88 System along 
with BASSO subwoorfers and EXO SM16-A stage monitors.



Live/Touring

Pope Frank I - Corpus Christi Mass
Rome - Italy

Misterious Party
Fortaleza - Brasil

EVO88 System EVO88 System
Tens of thousands of tourists and pilgrims join Pope Francis at the 
Colosseum for torchlight Good Friday ceremony. 
16 elements of EVO88 line-array system were used as main PA for 
the Pope Frank I Mass “Way of the Cross” at the Colosseum.

Mysterious Party @ Arena Castelão - Fortaleza (Brazil), “I love it! Lots 
of SPL, crystal-clear sound!” Dj say. Dj booth monitored with (4+4) 
EVO88 System and (2) BASSO2121.



Live/Touring

Señor Frogg’s Club
Orlando - USA

Garufa Club
A Coruña - Spain

EVO20-M System EXO SM16-A
American franchise Señor Frogg’s installed IDEA EVO20 
and EXO loudspeakers at their Orlando venue as Main PA 
and monitoring for their resident band’s live shows a 
nd Dj sessions

The awarded, veteran Galician venue installed the IDEA active stage 
monitor with the occasion of the +QJazz International Jazz Festival  
in A Coruña.



Live/Touring

Os Paralamas do Sucesso
Sao Paulo - Brazil

Summer Fest Puglia Outlet
Puglia - Italia

EXO SM16-A EXO66 System
The veteran renowned Brazilian rock band has trusted its stage mon-
itoring to IDEA, making the EXO SM16-A a permament companion at 
popular events like Lollapalooza.

EXO66 high power-density monitor and BASSO24t subwoofer pro-
vide an ideal compact solution for mobile audio reinforcement for 
event like this small ensemble live performance.



Live/Touring

Montreux Jazz Festival
Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

Ciro y los Persas Tour
Argentina

EXO SM16-A EXO SM16-A
EXO SM16-A has been present at every edition of the Montreux 
International Jazz Festival in Rio, making the artists’ performance 
experience live up to the audcience’s expectations.

The popular Argentinan rock band uses IDEA active stage monitor on 
its tours, providing the neat sound the artists need to deliver the best 
experience to their fans, everywhere they go.



The Butcher - Shell Tower
Amsterdam - Neatherlands

Malcom Club
Matto Grosso - Brasil

VOA16 System EVO24 System
This is literally one of the most impressive club sound installed with 
a massive watt-per-square meter ratio in Amsterdam. 24 elements 
of VOA8 line-array system and 8 BASSO21 subwoofers hang from 
the ceiling to reinforce Dj sessions as well as live music.

Malcom Club has been designed with an innovative concept using 
16 containers to create an unique, original space to hold up 1600 
people and host the best Dj’s worldwide. The installation includes 
12 elements of a large, dual-12” line-array system with dual-12” 
subwoofers.

Club



Wasserwerk
Berlin - Germany

Royal Palace
Alsacia - France

LUA5 VOA16 System
This iconic, former-brewery in Berlin installed LUA loudspeaker 
for FGM and BGM creating a perimeter playback area that pro-
vides pristine audio reproduction at every listening point  
in the venue.

This cabaret and varieties performing club in the heart of Alsace, 
which this year celebrates its 35 anniversary just got bigger with the 
opening of the Club Lounge. A new area of 2200 m2 that can accom-
modate 1,000 people on two levels.

Club Sound



The Black Forge
Dublin - Ireland

r.i.o.t. Dive Bar
Dublin - Ireland

LUA4C | BASSO10 LUA6i
The Black Forge is intended to be one of the most significant refer-
ences in Dublin’s entertainment arena, hosting premium events with 
an exquisite menu and a great assortment of drinks. And IDEA is 
there to deliver a sound experience that lives up to the demands of 
such a unique place. 

Named Number 10 on the “The 50 Best Dive Bars In Europe” conve-
niently located on the Quays in the heart of Dublin city centre, r.i.o.t. 
Dive Bar trusts IDEA the background acoustics of the place  
with LUA6i.

Club Sound



Momo Bar & Lounge - Park Hotel
Amsterdam - The Netherlands

Dearie Bar Brewery Kitchen
Noida, Delhi - India

LUA6i | BASSO12 EXO15 | LUA10i | BASSO36 | BASSO10i | BASSO12i | OPI80t
An exquisite lounge experience is guranteed at this special venue, 
combining stylish furniture and simple design solutions, with 
IDEA equipment painted in white to merge with the space.

A neo-classical styled place offering a unique experience featuring 
live music, good drinks and out-of-this-world food. A complete lineup 
of IDEA models can be found in both indoor and outdoor areas of the 
spectacular Dearie Bar.

Club



Ðào Kiên’s violin concert
Hanoi - Vietnam

Teatro Petruzzelli
Bari - Italia

EVO88 System | BASSO36 | EXO15-A EVO88 System
The versatility of IDEA´s product portfolio can cover a wide variety of 
applications. An example of this is the classical music concert performed 
by the Vietnamese violinist Ðào Kiên in Hanoi.

Bari’s historic 18th-century performing arts venue  
Teatro Petruzelli was completely renovated after a devasting fire 
with great success in preserving the original room acoustics. Now 
IDEA provides audio reinforcement for concerts and  
drama performances.

Theater



Antalya Arena
Antalya - Turkey

King Kong’s animatronic at Carthagueland
Carthague - Tunisia

EVO88 System EVO88 System
Antalya Arena Sports Hall is a sports hall with seating capacity of 10 
thousand people in , where Antalya Spor plays home matches. EVO20 
Line-System with BASSO18-A subwoofers have been flown as main PA 
divided in four clusters to properly reinforce the sport events.

King Kong’s largest animatronic in the world roars with IDEA Pro Audio in Carthague 
Land Theme Park in Tunisia. The 42-foot tall, giant ape will be the centrepiece of a new 
spinning coaster and features a 4-piece Line-Array EVO88 to playback King Kong’s 
roar, audible at 1-km distance.

Arena



Mercedes Fashion Week
Ishtambul - Turkey

Legion Run® By Atleticom
Rome - Italy

EVO20-M System EVO88 System
The renovation of this heritage building located in one of the most 
iconic neighbourhoods of Istambul included a PA system for the 
600-seat salon to feature live music performances as well as corpo-
rate events such as Mercedes Fashion Week.

Atleticom’s Legion Run® Has achieved such a great success that 
quickly became a must in Rome’s sport events. IDEA EVO88 System 
together with BASSO21 subwoofers served an PA for this extreme 
athletic exhibition.

Corporate



VP Joe Biden meeting
Orlando - USA

Jaguar ePace Premier
Rome - Italy

EXO66 LUA4C System
EXO66 has been the choice for this official meeting hosted by the 
Former Vice-President Joe Biden during Obama office. This tiny while 
powerful monitor with impressive power density delivers crystal 
clear audio playback within a relly compact cabinet.

Gimi Sound provided a super-compact PA system with LUA4C 4x3” 
loudspeaker columns for AV playback and live performance at the 
Jaguar premier of the new E-Pace model at Guido Reni Center  
in Rome.

Corporate



www.ideaproaudio.com

Pol. A Trabe 19-20 15350 

Cedeira - Galicia [Spain]

Product of Europe
Our products are the result of the extensive 
collaboration of European engineering teams, 
running parallel R&D programs in a network, 
centralized at the new IDEA manufacturing 
facilities in Cedeira. 

A fresh contemporary approach, based only 
on European components and labour, meeting 
all CE Quality control and procedures and 
standards.

Maximum Value
All our systems are focused on application 
convenience, absolute value and sonic 
excellence, while remaining within a product 
combination architecture that always ensures 
maximum performance. We have developed 
an original way to envision loudspeaker design, 
based on the manufacturing process and the 
final application.

Modular complete systems
IDEA products are, essentially, complete 
modular Loudspeaker + DSP + Amplification 
systems for professional sound reinforcement 
that are all scalable and compatible to allow 
the user to find the right configuration to 
meet the SPL, coverage, operational costs and 
logistic requirements for each application.

Fair deal
The goal of IDEA is to provide a dedicated 
network of users and distribution partners 
worldwide with hard-working professional 
audio tools that are equivalent in acoustic 
performance and construction quality to the 
most successful and respected brands in 
pro-audio industry, keeping controlled prices in 
order to maximize the value of IDEA systems.

IDEA ProAudio is a professional 
audio loudspeaker systems 
manufacturer based in Cedeira 
[Galicia - Spain], formed by a 
group of veteran professionals 
from the pro-audio industry, in 
manufacturing and distribution, 
joined by a young team of 
professionals trained and 
experienced specifically in 
loudspeaker development and 
manufacturing in a dedicated new 
factory, test facilities and modern 
assembly and QC lines.

Our mission is to deliver high 
quality, flexible and complete 
professional audio loudspeaker 
systems that maximize our 
customer’s product value and ROI. 

The goal is to avoid any 
unnecessary sophistication but 
never compromise reliability nor 
performance, with focus on power 
density and price performance in 
all our products.


